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> Only on pre-orders

No other bindings companies dedicated 
such a volume of attentions the Lightweight 
users world: softer toe hooking, gentle and 
ergonomic front leverages, lower side and 
front release value on the heel part, everything 
matched with super design and cool colours.

Cool design matched to performance. 
The touring binding dedicated to the 
youngest and the fair sex.

> Materials Alu Alloys, 
 POM, Stainless Steel
> Release 4-8
> Adjustment 30 mm 
    Adjustment plates included
> Ski brake 75, 86, 91, 97 mm
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6 | 30 mm adjustment plate included

3 | Front lever pole tip protection

10 |  “U.H.V.” Up-hill 
    Hardness Variator

7 | Integrated heel flap with raiser   
 (FLAT MODE, +36 mm,+50 mm)

1 | “Easy Entry System”

2 | Included brakes
 (75, 86, 91, 97 mm)

9 | Vertical release
 Adjustment
 (Lightweight
 release 4-8)

8 | Lateral release
 adjustment
 (Lightweight release 4-8)

5 | Wider braking caps

11 |  CAM RELEASE SYSTEM®

4 | Integrated Crampons Hooks®

1 | Easy Entry System : New toe geometry that optimizes the boot step-in,  
 which results extremely reactive and powerful.
2 | Included Ski-brakes: the binding offers different sizes (75, 86, 91, 97) 
 of front brakes to provide the perfect fit with any ski model.
3 | The lever presents a plastic protection which prevents wear and tear of the alu-lever!
4 | The built-in crampons slot assures the perfect insertion of any 
 ATK BINDINGS crampon size.
5 | Wider brakes caps for a better braking efficiency. 
6 | A 30 mm adjustment plate is included into the binding box to assure a  
 fast adjustment in case of boot substitution (up to 3 full sizes)

7 | The heel flap with raiser provides 3 different walking modes: 
 FLAT MODE, +36 mm and +50 mm.
8 | The heel provides a 4-8 adjustment range for the Side Release System (Mz),  
 specifically developed for LIGHTWEIGHT USERS.
9 | The heel provides a 5-10 ajustment range for the Vertical Release System (My),
 specifically developed for LIGHTWEIGHT USERS.
10 | "U.H.V" Up-hill Hardness Variator: this system provides 5 different  
   pre-charges for the up-hill boot clamping hardness.
11 | CAM RELEASE SYSTEM: stabilizes the heel pins and provides the tipical  
  torsional stiffness of the ATK bindings.




